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Think about a time of [past or present] suffering. Where God did show up through other people? How did the actions of those
people affect you? Where have you allowed God to work through you to offer comfort to someone else during times of their
suffering?
How can you invest in your relationships now so that when suffering comes you have a support system in place or so that when
suffering comes for someone else you can be a support system for them?
Who do you know that could use encouragement in their current suffering? Reach out to them with a card or a phone call.

“I have told you these things, so that in me you may have peace. In this world you will have trouble. But take
heart! I have overcome the world.”

- John 16:33 (NIV)
 

You may not be suffering now; but the theme verse for this sermon series reminds us not that we MAY have trouble, but that we WILL
have trouble. Since we know it’s coming, how can we prepare for it? The truth is suffering will likely take us by surprise. We don’t know
WHEN it’s coming, HOW it’s coming, or WHERE it’s coming. What we do know is that no matter when, how, or where the suffering
comes, it will be easier if we already have a support system in place.

COVID taught us a lot about the importance of connectedness. Many people struggled during quarantine because they were cut off
from friends and family. In the early days of quarantine, many people had no support. It wasn’t until people got their feet under them
that they were able to form support networks – from things like grocery shopping and checking in on friends and neighbors, to posting
signs of encouragement in windows or in chalk on driveways.

To be ready when suffering comes, invest in your relationships now. Join a small group or Bible study, deepen your relationship with
friends – go past the surface and really share authentically with them, get involved in your community, introduce yourself to someone
you haven’t met previously, and most importantly deepen your relationship with Jesus. It is tempting to let the busyness of life get in
the way of our relationships, but connections with other people are vital.

Like Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego learned, relationships can help us walk through the fire. But building relationships is not only
for when WE go through the fire. It is also for when the other people in our relationships go through fire too. As you build your
relationships, focus not only on how they will benefit you, but also on how you can be a support for others.

“Greater love has no one than this, than to lay down one’s life for his friends.”
- John 15:13

For Further Reflection:
1.

2.

3.

Monday, March 21: 
Preparing for Suffering



How do you feel reading these promises? Were you able to imagine God reading them directly to
you?
What does the passage promise you about where God will be when you are in times of trial?

“Praying Scripture is a way of entering deeply into the text 
with a heart alert to a unique and personal word from God.” 

- Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, 
Pastor of Spiritual Formation at Highrock Church in Arlington MA

 
When suffering comes over you – and it will - it may make you feel like you’ve just been hit with a heavy
blow. You may initially catch yourself and regain your balance; but the longer your suffering goes on, the
more your judgment can get clouded, and your resolve start to weaken. You may feel isolated and even
begin to question whether God is with you. In those scary moments, when you are alone with your
thoughts, the enemy can begin to plant ideas in your head. He can begin to convince you that you are, in
fact, alone. The enemy is a liar. The best antidote for the enemy’s lies is The Truth – God’s Word.  
However, remembering what God’s Word says when you’re weary can be difficult. Like a soldier needs
training to use his weapons BEFORE he goes into battle, you need to know what God says about going
through hard times BEFORE they come.  

 

For Further Reflection:
1.

2.

Tuesday, March 22: 
Praying Scripture
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When You’re Between 
a Rock and a Hard Place

 
“Don’t be afraid, I’ve redeemed you.

    I’ve called your name. You’re mine.
When you’re in over your head, I’ll be there with you.
    When you’re in rough waters, you will not go down.

When you’re between a rock and a hard place,
    it won’t be a dead end—

Because I am God, your personal God,
    The Holy of Israel, your Savior.

I paid a huge price for you:
    all of Egypt, with rich Cush and Seba thrown in!

That’s how much you mean to me!
    That’s how much I love you!

I’d sell off the whole world to get you back,
    trade the creation just for you.”

 
- Isaiah 43:2-4 (The Message)

 

 Read the passage slowly to yourself – don’t
rush. Take note of anything that stands out
to you.
 Read the passage aloud. Make note of
anything that seems different when you hear
it aloud.
 As you read the passage imagine God
reading it directly to you.  Insert your name
into the passage to make it more personal.

Dedicate time this week to praying the
Scripture passage to the right, which was

referenced in Sunday’s message. Try using the
different techniques below. 

First, quiet your mind and focus only on your
breathing for a few moments, letting go of

distractions and stressors.
1.

2.

3.



Wednesday, March 23: 
Expect a Pruning

How willing are you to be pruned so that you can know Christ more intimately? 
What habit, relationship or mindset might God be asking you to cut off so that you can experience growth?

When we hear the word ‘pruning’ we often think only of the things that are cut off, the losses. We forget that pruning is as
much for what is left behind as what is removed.  

What is pruning and why is it important? Pruning is when you selectively remove branches from a tree or bush to improve its
structure, help it withstand storms, and shape growth in a healthy direction. Fruitful branches are cut back to promote growth,
and dead, dying, or diseased branches - branches that don’t bear fruit - are cut off. In the same way that pruning helps trees and
bushes, the pruning that happens during times of suffering can help us.

Just like we use different pruning techniques for different plants, so spiritual pruning will be different for different people.
Sometimes the pruning is light – just a few branches are removed to shape a tree. Other times it is deep (also known as hard
pruning). The hard pruning process, which is used on rose bushes, involves cutting the plant down to within 3” – 6” of the
ground so that all the plant’s energy is focused on promoting new growth. Now that is severe. But the glorious blooms of a rose
bush demonstrate the value of hard pruning.

In Sunday’s message, we heard about three friends who were thrown into a fiery furnace because they refused to worship King
Nebuchadnezzar’s gold statue. Shadrach, Meshach & Abednego were exiled Jews of Judah. They had lost their homes, their
community, their culture, everything they knew. A hard pruning! God pruned them so that they were more resilient, and they
could grow in a healthy direction. Sure enough, when the storm came, they were strong enough to withstand it. They did not
give in to the pressure from King Nebuchadnezzar, even when he threw them into the furnace.

The next time you hear the word ‘pruning,’ try to think not only of what is cut off, but also of what is left behind. What is left
behind is what will continue to grow. It is what we will have to work with as we move forward. And eventually, when the
suffering ends, we will move forward.

For Further Reflection:
1.
2.

“He cuts off every branch that
does not bear fruit, and he prunes
the branches that do bear fruit so

they will produce even more.” 
- John 15:2

“And once the storm is over you won’t remember how you
made it through, how you managed to survive. You won’t
even be sure, in fact, whether the storm is over.  
But one thing is certain. When you come out of the storm
you won’t be the same person who walked in. That’s what
this storm’s all about.”
- Haruki Murakami, Japanese Writer
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Thursday, March 24: 
Walking through Suffering

Do you tend to focus on the negative or the positive when going through struggles? If you tend to
focus on the negative, how do you imagine shifting your focus to the positive would change your
attitude during the struggle?
Have you pitched a tent in your suffering and stopped walking through it? What first step can you take
to begin walking?

Oh, how tempting it is to curl into a ball when times of suffering arrive. And, in truth, a little time to
regroup is healthy. But, as challenging as it may be, moving forward – even in tiny steps – is important.  

When inertia sets in, we can be lured away by temptations. Our weakened state is the perfect time for the
enemy to distract us. Jesus warned his disciples about temptation in the Garden at Gethsemane because
he knew they would be suffering upon his death, and therefore be susceptible to temptation.

Focusing on moving forward helps you avoid the temptation to complain about the struggle, which may
immediately relieve some pressure but can have long-term negative effects. Complaining keeps you stuck
because the chemicals that are released in our brains when we complain make it easier for unhappy
thoughts to resurface. This creates a vicious cycle. Shifting your focus from the struggle itself to the
blessings in the struggle can make all the difference. The antidote for complaining is gratitude. When we’re
in the middle of suffering, we may not have control of much; but we do have a choice about how we
respond. We can choose to be bitter, or we can choose to be grateful. Gratitude may not come easily in
the suffering; but it can make the difference between staying stuck and moving forward, even if it is at a
snail’s pace.

Continuing to walk in the struggle may be frightening – especially when we don’t know what is coming
next and we cannot see our way. But you do not walk alone when you walk in faith.

“For we walk by faith, not by sight.”
- 2 Corinthians 5:7

Dave Ramsey, who has helped countless people in serious financial crises, says, 'There is a difference
between being poor and being broke. Poor is a state of mind. Broke is “I’m just passing through.”'
His point is that our attitude during difficulties can keep us moving or keep us stuck. 

Suffering wouldn’t be suffering if it were easy. The temptation to stop will be great. You don’t have to
move forward at breakneck speed, just move forward. A line from Edgar Guest’s 1921 poem ‘Don’t Quit’
reminds us, 

“When care is pressing you down a bit, rest if you must, but don’t you quit.”

For Further Reflection:
1.

2.
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Friday, March 25: 
Controlling the Suffering

Have you ever been chained by your control? What can you learn from that experience?
What did you learn from this song about where God is in our suffering? 
What would it be like for you if you could surrender in the suffering and let God hold you?  

“Never be afraid to trust an unknown future to a known God.” 
- Corrie Ten Boom

 
When suffering descends, we are often frightened. And when we are frightened, many of us grasp at
whatever control - or illusion of control - we can. We keep ourselves busy trying to find a solution to our
suffering or even trying to find God in the midst of our difficulties. Perhaps it isn’t so much about us finding
God in our suffering, but about slowing down and getting still long enough for God to find us. 
 
Stillness and quiet are difficult pursuits for many of us – particularly when we are in the midst of a crisis.
We feel like we should be doing something to try to fix the situation. And it’s not uncommon to feel like
we are wasting time being unproductive if we just sit in silence and solitude. However, in times of crisis,
silence and solitude are often the very things we need – they are the things that can simultaneously slow
us down AND keep us moving forward.
 
Take some time to listen to "Just Be Held" by Casting Crowns (find it at JustBeHeld.db.church or on your
favorite online music provider). Listen again if you need to. Then take some time to ponder what the song
speaks to you. 
 

For Further Reflection:
1.
2.
3.
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So when you're on your knees and
answers seem so far away

You're not alone, stop holding on
and just be held

Your world's not falling apart, 
it's falling into place

I'm on the throne, stop holding on
and just be held

Just be held, just be held
 

- Just Be Held,
Casting Crowns

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tIZitK6_IMQ

